The creation of thin mechanically compliant complex oxide single crystals has the potential to enable new scientific and technological directions by allowing strain to be used in new ways to control functional properties ranging from electron transport to magnetism. 1 In existing demonstrations of this effect in covalent semiconductors, such as Si, the elastic compliance of nanoscale sheets can be used to create heterostructures that enable new strategies for the realization of quantum devices without defects resulting from plastic relaxation. 2, 3 A persistent challenge in advancing towards thin materials in perovskite complex oxides, however, is that lithographic processing of thin substrates can lead to low structural quality in terms of non-uniform thickness, roughness, buckling, or defect density. [4] [5] [6] Alternative approaches based on chemical exfoliation of large-unit-cell oxide compounds can create ultrathin substrates but have a severely limited range of compositions and crystallographic orientations. 7 In this Letter we report the creation and characterization of submicron-thickness SrTiO 3 (STO) sheets. The results demonstrate that focused ion beam (FIB) lithography techniques can be used to create a thin STO sheet with sufficiently low defect densities to allow subsequent use as substrates for thin film growth. Effects similar to what we report here will also be relevant to the large-area lithography techniques used in device applications. The submicron thickness scale of these sheets is particularly important because it enables elastic strain sharing over a critical range of imposed strains, 0.1% -1%, for which elastic distortions result in significant changes in the properties of complex oxides. Synchrotron x-ray nanodiffraction shows that the processing of these sheets does not introduce extended structural defects or large variations in lattice parameter and that the resulting materials have sufficient structural quality to serve as substrates for epitaxial growth.
Previous methods for the creation of thin oxide crystals have important limitations. Exfoliated sheets with thicknesses at the unit-cell scale can be fabricated using a colloidal suspension of perovskite sheets from a Dion-Jacobson phase. 7 Exfoliation, however, yields a narrow range of thicknesses, on the order of 1-2 nm, has fixed (001) orientation set by the layering of the parent phase, and relatively small micron-scale crystals. A second method, epitaxial growth and lift-off, involves etching a sacrificial layer and transfer to a new substrate. 8, 9 Lift-off requires a specific combination of etchant chemistries and sacrificial layers and has so far been developed for only a few layer compositions and orientations. Lithographic methods for the creation of nanostructures have employed physical patterning methods, including FIB lithography and reactive ion etching. 10 The removal of material during patterning is accompanied by the creation of structural defects ranging from vacancies to extended defects. 11 Ion collisions lead to the removal of the milled material through a process that is not strongly dependent on oxide composition. 11 Ion-induced damage is a significant concern, however, in the use of FIB to create oxide nanostructures. The generation of defects during FIB is described using a collision cascade model, in which ions participate in a series of independent two-body collisions. 12 The ion-lattice collisions can displace atoms from lattice sites, creating vacancies and interstitials, which can coalesce to form dislocation. 6, 13 The resulting microstructure is described using a mosaic model and yields an increased angular width of x-ray reflections. 14 In addition, vacancies in STO result in a well-known lattice expansion. 15 At high ion doses there are sufficient atomic displacements to produce a transformation to an amorphous structure, either directly beneath or adjacent to the location of the ion beam. The transverse straggle of ions creates such an amorphous region with a depth of tens of nanometers and changes the chemistry and functional properties of material outside the region being milled. 13, 16, 17 Structural features introduced during milling, including mosaic blocks, strain, point defects, and curvature, result in an increase in the angular width of x-ray rocking curves. 18, 19 The intensity and width of the (002) Bragg reflection in Ga-ion-milled BiFeO 3 thin films, for example, are reduced and broadened as a result of the electric fields of surface charges and defects. 19 Bragg reflections of STO thin films can be broadened by misfit dislocations resulting from epitaxial growth and a similar effect can be expected from ion milling. 18 The substrates for this study were (001)-oriented STO single crystals (Crystec, Inc.). Ion milling was performed with a Ga + ion beam at an ion kinetic energy of 30 keV. A protective amorphous C layer with a thickness of 1 µm was deposited before milling using ion-beam-activated local chemical vapor deposition to protect a 1 µm × 14 µm area. The C deposition process was conducted by introducing a hydrocarbon gas precursor while a 50 pA ion beam was rastered through the deposition area. The 1 µm thickness of the protective layer is larger than the 10-100 nm stopping depth of the ions. 12 The ion milling was conducted in three steps of decreasing beam current, using a procedure based on the lift-out method of transmission electron microscopy sample preparation. 11, 20 An initial coarse milling step at a relatively high current of 14 nA was used to create a trench with a depth of 10 µm surrounding the region in which the sheet was fabricated. The trench was designed to allow subsequent characterization using x-ray nanodiffraction. Milling at an intermediate current of 4 nA then removed STO to within approximately 500 nm of the final sheet. A low-current fine milling step was then conducted at 300 pA. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of an STO sheet with a Sheets with different thermal histories were created in order to evaluate the effects of thermal annealing in air on the STO sheets and on the near-surface regions of the bulk substrates. The annealing step was conducted at 1000 • C for 50 h, which was reached with heating and cooling rates of 20 • C/min. The annealing temperature was sufficiently high to recrystallize surface amorphous layers with thicknesses on the order of 10 nm that result from transverse straggle of Ga ions. 11 Previous studies of the recrystallization of amorphous STO, created either through ion bombardment or sputter deposition, indicate that recrystallization occurs on this time scale. 21, 22 Samples were sputter-coated with a 100 nm carbon layer to reduce charging during x-ray exposure, which can lead to chemical and structural degradation in insulators. X-ray nanobeam diffraction studies were conducted using zone-plate x-ray focusing optics at station 2ID-D of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory. The diffraction experiment was conducted in a transmission geometry, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , in order to avoid illuminating the STO substrate. The x-ray photon energy was E = 10.1 keV, selected with a doublebounce Si (111) monochromator. The zone plate had diameter D zp = 160 µm, outermost zone width 100 nm, zone thickness 1.6 µm, and focal length L f = 130 mm at 10.1 keV. The center stop and order-sorting aperture consisted of a 60 µm-thick Au cylinder with a 40 µm diameter and a 20 µm-diameter hole in a Pt disk, respectively. The x-ray focal spot has a large angular convergence, D zp /L f = 0.07 • , leading to complex diffraction patterns. The focused beam had a full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) diameter of approximately 200 nm at the sample. Diffracted x-rays were detected with a charge-coupled device with 80 µm pixels (Mar 165, Mar, Inc.).
Experimental diffraction patterns from milled and annealed (110)-oriented 500-nm-thick STO sheets are shown in Fig. 2(b) . The incident angle of the center of the focused beam for Fig. 2(b) was θ = 18.322 • , which corresponds to the STO (002) Bragg reflection. X-ray rocking curves were acquired by scanning the x-ray incident angle, θ, through a total range of 0.1 • . Interpreting rocking curves acquired with a nanobeam is challenging because the incoming x-ray beam is not defined by a single wavevector, but a range of wavevectors corresponding to the angular divergence of the focused x-ray beam.
The diffraction experiment was simulated using wave-optics methods that faithfully reproduce the angular and spatial beam distribution at the focal spot, followed by a simulation of kinematic diffraction by the sample, and propagation to the detetor. 24, 25 A simulated diffraction pattern with focusing optics and sample orientation matching the experiment is shown in Fig. 2(c) . The region of high intensity in Fig. 2(c) vertically spans the angle subtended by the zone plate and has a horizontal width inversely proportional to the height of the illuminated region of the sample. The dark circle at the center of the simulated diffraction pattern in Fig. 2(c) corresponds to the projection of the shadow of the center stop onto the x-ray detector.
An additional complication arises because mosaic blocks with orientations differing from the nominal Bragg condition by an angle less than half of the beam divergence also satisfy the Bragg condition for some part of the convergent incident beam. A defective sample was considered by simulating multiple crystals with angular offsets. The scattering from each mosaic block was summed incoherently to simulate diffraction patterns from mosaic crystals. Fig. 2(d) shows a simulated diffraction pattern of a distribution of five mosaic blocks with identical lattice parameters misoriented equally over a range of 0.013 • in θ. The relative intensity and mutual orientation of the misoriented blocks were chosen in order to match the experimental result in Fig. 2(a) . Note that the difference in the orientation of the blocks allows them to be distinguished in the diffraction pattern.
Diffraction patterns for an experimental rocking curve of an unprocessed STO crystal are shown in Fig. 3(a) . Fig. 3(a) shows diffraction patterns of the (002) Bragg reflection acquired at different sample orientations. Fig. 3(a) exhibits a vertical region of high diffracted intensity that moves across the detector. The shadow of the center stop appears at the center of the image at θ = 18.322 • . The diffraction pattern has high intensity at all angles within a range equal to the angular divergence of the incident focused x-ray nanobeam.
The mosaic distribution within a conventional rocking curve scan is evaluated by measuring the angular width of the integrated diffracted x-ray intensity as a function of the sample orientation. 26 With the convergent focused x-ray nanobeam, however, the angular width of the total intensity is set by the beam divergence rather than by the mosaic width. Fig. 3(b) shows the integrated intensity as a function of the sample orientation, exhibiting a full-width-at-tenth-maximum of 0.073 • , matching the angular width of the incident beam, 0.070 • .
Examining the dependence of the intensity within small areas of the diffraction patterns as a function of sample orientation allows far more precise study of the mosaicity of the sample than the total integrated intensity. The intensity integrated in a smaller region of the detector, as shown in Fig. 3(c) , exhibits features much narrower than the angular width of the total integrated intensity. When a narrow range of the detector is integrated, the x-ray rocking curve has an angular width set by the angular width of the detector pixel, in this case 0.01 • , rather than by the entire focused beam. We have neglected other sources of broadening such as the finite energy bandwidth of the experiment. The intensity peak in Fig. 3 (c) has a FWHM of 0.011 • , matching this expectation. X-ray rocking curve measurements were used to examine the degree of homogeneity in the STO sheets and to evaluate the structural effect of each processing step. Structural studies using the method shown in Fig. 3(c) were repeated at multiple locations for milled and unmilled STO sheets and annealed STO substrates. Histograms of the angular widths of the diffracted intensity are shown in Fig. 4(a) . The angular widths increase from 0.010 • to 0.014 • upon annealing. A possible origin of the increased mosaic width after annealing is a change in the oxygen vacancy concentration in the surface region of STO due the difference between the annealing conditions and the bulk STO growth conditions. At this energy and incident angle, the x-rays penetrate to a depth of approximately 10 µm in bulk STO. A variation in the lattice parameter over the thickness probed by the x-rays imposes a strain gradient and increases the rocking curve width.
The FIB patterning and annealing processes lead to slight increases in the rocking curve angular width in comparison with bulk STO. Fig. 4(b) shows a histogram of the narrow-region rocking curve widths taken from a series of locations across the (110)-oriented STO sheets with a thickness of 500 nm. The x-ray rocking curves were acquired from regions of the samples that were separated by distances of 200 nm. The most frequently observed width in both annealed and unannealed sheets is 0.016 • . The process of patterning the STO sheets thus resulted in an increase of rocking curve width from 0.01 • to 0.016 • .
There are several possible origins of the slight increase in width arising from the patterning and annealing of the STO samples. We first consider the possibility that the increase results from the introduction of dislocations into the STO sheet during the patterning. An upper limit of the dislocation density in the sheet can be determined by assuming that each dislocation creates a mosaic block. The dislocation density required to produce the observed width can be found using D dis = (∆ β) 2 /9b 2 , where D dis is the dislocation density, ∆ β is the rocking curve width, and b is the Burgers vector. 18 The most common Burgers vector observed in TEM studies of STO is 1 /2 110 . 27 The dislocation density corresponding to an angular width of a 0.016 • -wide rocking curve in STO is thus 10 7 cm 2 . This density is sufficiently small that we cannot expect even one dislocation within the area defined by the beam width and the sample thickness. This density of dislocations is thus sufficiently low that we cannot attribute the small increase in mosaic width to the introduction of dislocations in the sheet during milling and annealing. A second possibility is that the angular width of the STO reflections arises from the overall curvature of the 500-nm-thick STO sheet. The curvature was separately measured by examining the systematic shift in the Bragg angle as a function of the position of the x-ray beam as it was scanned along the height of a single milled and unannealed sheet through points spaced 200 nm apart. The radius of curvature measured in this way was R = 7 mm. The effective difference in orientation across the illuminated region of the sheet is ∆z/R, where ∆z is the illuminated height given by ∆z = (t + s √ (2)) tan(θ) + t/cos(θ) and t and s are the focal spot size and sheet thickness, respectively. The expected angular width due to the curvature of the sheet is thus 0.005 • , which is only a factor of two less than the difference in quadrature between the angular width of the bulk unprocessed STO and the unannealed STO sheets.
The creation of point defects such as oxygen vacancies can be studied by evaluating the change in the average lattice parameter of the sheets. The lattice expansion, Fig. 5 , was calculated using the 2θ angle (defined as in Fig. 2(a) ) with the peak intensity in the rocking curve scans. The lattice expansion after milling was 0.06%, referred to the bulk STO lattice parameter. The subsequent annealing step reduces the expansion to 0.03%. An oxygen vacancy concentration of approximately 0.09% of the total number of oxygen lattice sites would result in the observed lattice parameter. 15 We thus conclude that the oxygen vacancy concentration is less than 0.1% after the FIB process. A gradient of lattice parameters resulting from an inhomogeneous distribution of vacancies would also alter the rocking curve widths. We hypothesize that the process of annealing in air reduces the concentration of oxygen vacancies and thus accounts for the reduction in lattice expansion after annealing.
We have shown here that focused ion beam methods can be used to create oxide crystals that we expect are thin enough to be elastically compliant with arbitrary orientation and low defect density. The creation of thin oxide sheets by FIB, and in principle by other lithographic patterning techniques, provides a promising route towards the future use of strain engineering in complex oxide systems. X-ray nanodiffraction using tightly focused beams indicates that the increase in the rocking curve width is at most a factor of two, small enough that mosaic widths fall within a range typically used for epitaxial growth. 28 The development of the x-ray nanobeam analysis methods employed in this work was supported by the U. 
